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THIRD STRAIGHT

A score of 48-11 over Philadelphia Pharmacy
gave the Wildcats their third win of three games
played. Joe Sheehan filled the stellar role with a

quartet of field goals. Barry made two and Jacobs,

one.

The seconds took the floor near the end of the

first half and finished the game. They scored at

will, all having at least one field goal. Stamberg
parted the cords four times and Severn three.

V The score shows the strength on the defensive

of both teams. The regulars held the score to seven

points, the seconds allowing only four more to be

added.

Half-time score, 22-7. Line-up:

Villanova Pharmacy
Lolos forward Yiengst

Leary forward Clark

Jacobs center Lochester

Sheehan guard Evans.

Barry guard Van Horn
Field Goals—Yiengst, 2; Sheehan, 4; Clark, Lo-

chester, Jacobs, Barry, 2; Stamberg, 4; Nolan, 2;

Severn, 3; Fay, Murphy, McKeever.
Foul Goals—Clark, 1; Van Horn, 2; Jacobs, 1;

Sheehan, 4; Leary, McKeever, 2; Murphy, 1.

Referee—Emery. Time of halves—20 minutes.

VILLANOVA, 25; ST. JOHN'S, 24

A field goal by Nolan, sub-center, defeated the

St. John's College five of Brooklyn, in the last fif-

teen seconds of one of the most stirring games ever

played in the Villanova gym.
St. John's, with a 6-foot-4 center, and a well-bal-

anced combination, held an edge over the Wildcats

at the end of the first half; score, 16-11.

Joe Sheehan was the outstanding star in this ex-

citing triumph, registering four field goals and
counting five out of six tries from the foul line for

a total of thirteen points.

St. John's retained the lead throughout the

greater portion of the second half. When the score

stood 22-16 in their favor, Nolan and Severn, sub-

stituting for Jacobs and Leary, entered the fray

and swung the pendulum of victory to Villanova.

Each made two field goals in their short period of

activity.

Line-up:

Villanova St. John's
Leary forward Freeman
Lolos forward Curran
Jacobs center Page
Barry guard Gallagher
Sheehan guard Feeney

Field Goals—Sheehan, 4; Nolan, 2; Severn, 2;
Lolos, 1.

Fouls—Sheehan, 5 out of 6; Barry, 1 out of 3;

Lolos, 1 out of 2; Jacobs, out of 1.

Substitutions—Severn for Lolos, Nolan for

Jacobs.

BIG RED STOPS THE BLUE
Cornell, 28; Villanova, 21

After four victories, the Blue and White finally

dropped the first game of their Northern trip to the

Ithacians.

Perhaps the ten-hour trip in a day coach on the

day of the game took its toll on the speed and energy

of the boys. At any rate, their usual speed was lack-

ing and they were unable to keep pace with their

heavy rivals.

At the end of the first fifteen minutes of play,

the Wildcats led the scoring. From then on Villa-

nova slowly sank, as did the opportunity of winning

the most important fracas of the season.

When the second frame started, our team, re-

freshed by the rest, drew close on the heels of the

Red. But their endurance weakened and the hard-

fought game was lost, in the last six minutes of

play. Till then the game was even.

Line-up

:

Villanova Cornell

Leary forward Albee

Lolos forward Hall

Jacobs center Wilbur

Barry guard Rossomondo

Sheehan guard Clucos

Goals—Sheehan, Barry, 3; Lolos, 2; Leary, 1.

Substitutions—Severn for Leary, Nolan for

Sheehan, Sheehan for Lolos, Lolos for Nolan.

ST. BONA'S TAKES THE WILDCATS
In a hard game with St. Bonaventure's College,

of Glean, N. Y., the Blue went under for the second

time on the Northern trip. The score, 20-17, indi-

cates a close tussle. The effects of the Cornell de-

feat the night before may have had something to do

with this second reversal.

The seconds, with the addition of Capt. Jacobs,

started the game. Nolan, sub-guard, was high

scorer with two field goals and three fouls. The
score at half time was 10-9, with the Wildcats

carrying off the long end.

In the second half, with the regulars in, St.

Bona's crept into the lead and finished in front.

McCloud, for the Up-Staters, was the high scorer of

the game, netting four field goals and dropping one

single counter.

Line-up

:

Villanova St. Bonaventure

Stamberg forward McCloud
Geisey forward McMillan


